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In this paper we study spectral asymptotics of degenerating families of hyperbolic
Riemann surfaces, either compact or non-compact but always of finite volume. We
prove that the second integral of the spectral counting function has an asymptotic
expansion out to o(l), where l is the degeneration parameter. The first term in the
expansion is a diverging term which depends solely on the degeneration parameter
and the counting parameters and the second term is the second integral of the
spectral counting function of the limit surface.  1997 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
Let S denote a connected hyperbolic Riemann surface of finite volume,
and let H(S) denote the set of inconjugate primitive hyperbolic elements of
the fundamental group of S. Define the hyperbolic heat trace associated to
S by the series
HTr KS(t)=
e&t4
(16?t)12
:

n=1
:
# # H(S)
l (#)
sinh(nl (#)2)
e&(nl (#))24t,
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where l (#) is the length of the closed geodesic in the homotopy class deter-
mined by #. Let Kh(t, \) be the heat kernel on the hyperbolic upper half
plane h, which equals
Kh(t, \)=
- 2 e&t4
(4?t)32 |

\
ue&u24t du
(cosh u&cosh \)12
, (0.1)
and define the standard heat trace by
STr KS(t)=HTr KS(t)+vol(S) Kh (t, 0).
If S is compact, then from the Selberg trace formula one has that STr KS(t)
is simply the trace of the heat kernel KS(t, x, y) on S. That is,
STr KS(t)=|
S
KS(t, x, x) d+(x)= :

n=0
e&*nt, (0.2)
where [*n] is the set of eigenvalues of the hyperbolic Laplacian which acts
on the space of smooth functions on S (for a proof (0.2), see page 44 of
[He2] or page 461 of [He4]). If S has p>0 cusps, then the trace formula
yields the spectral interpretation
STr KS(t)= :
C(S)
e&*nt&
1
4? |

&
e&(r2+14) t,$,(12+ir) dr
+
p
2? |

&
e&(r2+14) t1 $1(1+ir) dr
&
1
4
( p&Tr 8(12)) e&t4+
p log 2
- 4?t
e&t4 (0.3)
where C(S) denotes the (possibly finite) set of eigenvalues corresponding to
L2 eigenfunctions on S, and ,(s) is the determinant of the scattering matrix
8(s) (see page 313 of [He3] or page 474 of [He4].
Let S= Sj be any disconnected Riemann surface such that each
component Sj of S possesses a complete hyperbolic metric and the total
volume of S under the hyperbolic metric is finite. We then define
HTr KS(t)=:
j
HTr KSj (t) and STr KS(t)=:
j
STrSj (t).
If S is compact, let we define the spectral counting functions
NS, 0(T)=card[*nT ] and NS, k(T )=k |
T
0
NS, k&1(t) dt
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for k1. If we let L denote the Laplace transform, then from (0.2) we
immediately have
NS, 0(T )=|
T
0
L&1(STr KS)(*) d*. (0.4)
If S is not compact, we define the spectral counting functions by (0.4) and
integrals of (0.4), referring the reader to [He3] for various spectral inter-
pretations of the non-compact spectral counting functions.
In this article we will investigate the continuity of STr KS(t) through
degeneration in order to calculate a diverging term and a constant term of
the spectral counting function for a degenerating family of hyperbolic
Riemann surfaces of finite volume. Let us now describe the main results of
this paper.
Let Sl denote a degenerating family of either compact or non-compact
hyperbolic Riemann surfaces of finite volume, where l=(lk) is the r-tuple
of lengths of pinching (simple closed) geodesics. (A precise description of
degenerating families of hyperbolic Riemann surfaces was given in [JL1]
and [JL2], and the reader is referred to those references and Section 1
below for details.) Let us define the degenerating heat trace associated to
the family Sl by the series
DTr Kl(t)=
e&t4
(16?t)12
:

m=1
:
lk # l
lk
sinh(mlk)2
e&(mlk)24t,
with associated counting functions
Dl, 0(T)=|
T
0
L&1(DTr Kl)(t) dt, and Dl, k(T)=k |
T
0
Dl, k&1(t) dt,
for k1. For simplicity of notation, we let Nl, k(T )=NSl , k(T ) and
similarly index the hyperbolic and standard heat traces by l rather than Sl .
The main result of this paper is the following.
Theorem 0.1. Let Sl denote a degenerating family of compact or
noncompact hyperbolic Riemann surfaces of finite volume which converges to
the non-compact hyperbolic surface S0 . Then for fixed T>0,
lim
l  0
[Nl, 2(T )&Dl, 2(T )]=N0, 2(T ).
The proof of Theorem 0.1 follows from understanding the extension of
the appropriate heat kernel and associated heat traces to complex time. In
particular, the proof follows easily from the following theorem.
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Theorem 0.2. Let Sl denote a degenerating family of compact or non-
compact hyperbolic Riemann surfaces of finite volume which converges to the
non-compact hyperbolic surface S0. Let HTr Kl(t) and DTr Kl(t) be the
hyperbolic and degenerating heat traces associated to Sl .
(a) (Pointwise) For fixed t+ is with t>0, use have
lim
l  0
[HTr Kl(t+is)&DTr Kl(t+is)]=HTr K0(t+is).
(b) (Uniformity) For any t>0, there is a constant M such that for all
s # R and all l, we have the bound
|HTr Kl(t+is)&DTr Kl(t+is)|M(1+|s|32).
Let us show how Theorem 0.1 follows from Theorem 0.2.
Proof of Theorem 0.1. Observe that vol(Sl)=vol(S0). From Theorem
8.2 on page 74 of [Wi], we have
Nl, 2(T )&Dl, 2(T )=
1
? |

&
(STr Kl&DTr Kl)(t+is)
(t+is)3
exp(T(t+is)) ds.
(0.5)
Theorem 0.1 now follows immediately from Theorems 0.2 and the
dominated convergence theorem. K
From the proof of Theorem 0.1, it is immediate that the convergence is
uniform for bounded T.
By computing the inverse Laplace transform and integrating, one can
easily write NS, 2(T ) for any surface S, compact or non-compact. in terms
of the data in (0.2) and (0.3). If S is compact, then from (0.2) we get the
expression
NS, 2(T )= :
*nT
(T&*n)2.
If S is non-compact and T>14, then from (0.3) we get the expression
NS, 2(T )= :
*nT
(T&*n)2&
1
4? |
(T&14)12
&(T&14)12
(T&14&r2)2 ,$,(12+ir) dr
+
p
2? |
(T&14)12
&(T&14)12
(T&14&r2)2 1 $1(1+ir) dr
&
1
4
( p&Tr 8(12))(T&14)2+
4p log 2
3?
(T&14)52.
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Other authors have considered problems along the line of Theorem 0.1,
most notably [He1], [Ji], [JiZ], and [Wo]. Our result goes beyond what
has been obtained in these references in two respects. First, whereas we
study degenerating families of either compact or non-compact hyperbolic
Riemann surfaces, all the articles cited above employ methods which only
allow the consideration of degenerating families of compact surfaces.
Secondly, the work in [JiZ], as well as [Ji] and [Wo], uses various
applications of comparison and reverse comparison theorems by decom-
posing the surface Sl into a union of surfaces with boundary and then
studying the eigenvalues of the Dirichlet Laplacian on each surface. As a
result, this method of proof introduces an error term which can not be
improved upon in order to prove a result as strong as Theorem 0.1. In
[He1], the author studied the spectral counting function via the Selberg
zeta function, a method which in the non-compact case would require one
to prove degeneration results for the scattering determinant itself before
studying the spectral counting function.
In [HJL], the authors apply Theorem 0.2 to study asymptotic behavior
of the spectral measures. In particular, the behavior of the weighted
counting functions for general exponent, not just exponent two as
considered in Theorem 0.1, is analyzed. Further connections with work in
[He1], [JiZ], and [Wo] is discussed in [HJL].
The inverse Laplace transform of the degenerating heat trace can be
explicitly computed. Indeed, by referring to standard Laplace transform
tables, one obtains the formula
L&1(DTr Kl)(*)=
1
4?
:

m=1
:
lk # l
lk
sinh(mlk2)
cos(mlk - *&14)
- *&14
for *14,
and L&1(DTr Kl)(*)=0 if *<14. From this, it is a straightforward
exercise to compute
Fl(T )=|
T 2+14
14
L&1(DTr Kl)(*) d*
=
1
2?
:

m=1
:
lk # l
sin(mlkT )
m sinh(mlk2)
=
1
2?i
:

m=1
:
lk # l
_ e
m(12+iT ) lk
m(1&e&mlk)
&
em(12&iT) lk
m(1&emlk)& .
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If we now use Lemma 8.9 and formula (8.15) from [He1], once with
s=12+iT and once with s=12&iT, we arrive at the asymptotic relation
Fl(T )=
T
?
:
lk
log(1lk)+O(1) as l  0. (0.6)
From (0.6) and a change of variables, one obtains the asymptotic relation
Dl, 2(T )=
4(T&14)52
15?
:
lk
log(1lk)+O(1) as l  0.
Theorem 0.1 then suggests, but does not prove, that when considering a
degenerating family of Riemann surfaces, the function
NSl , 0(T
2+14)&Fl(T ) (0.7)
should remain bounded as l approaches zero. The proof of this assertion
in the compact case is the main result of [JiZ], which improves upon
previously obtained results from [He1], [Ji] and [Wo]. It should be
noted that certain points in [JiZ] uses that one is considering a compact
family of degenerating hyperbolic Riemann surfaces, whereas our analysis
applies to degenerating compact or non-compact families.
We are currently studying the applications of the methods in this
paper to more refined notions of convergence of spectral measures for
degenerating families of compact and non-compact hyperbolic Riemann
surfaces. Results of this study are given in [HJL].
The new ingredient that we introduce into the study of the spectral
theory on degenerating hyperbolic Riemann surfaces is the notion of the
hyperbolic and degenerating heat traces, which we shall call normalized
trace functions. Specifically, in Section 1 we will establish integral represen-
tations of these heat traces. Also, in Section 1 we will state and prove
convergence theorems for hyperbolic heat kernels. In Sections 2 and 3 we
will prove a number of estimates for the heat kernel and related functions.
Finally, the proof of Theorem 0.2 will be given in Section 4. Our proof of
Theorem 0.2 will be established first for degenerating families of compact
hyperbolic Riemann surfaces. We then will argue how the non-compact
theorem follows from the compact theorem.
Further aspects in the study of the hyperbolic heat trace are given in
[JL3]. In particular, we use our convergence theorem for hyperbolic heat
kernels, proved in [JL1], [JL2], and Theorem 1.3 below, to give new
proofs for some of the main results from [He1] and [Wo] for Selberg zeta
functions on degenerating compact hyperbolic Riemann surfaces. Our
proofs of these theorems apply to prove analogous theorems in the
non-compact situation which was not considered in these articles.
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Finally, let us point out that the approach and results of this paper are
not restricted to the situation of a purely hyperbolic metric. For example.
rather than considering a degenerating family of hyperbolic Riemann
surfaces of finite volume, let us change the metric by a fixed compactly
supported conformal deformation of the hyperbolic metric whose support
remains bounded away from the developing cusps (see [Mu 2]). Using our
construction of degenerating hyperbolic Riemann surfaces, as discussed in
[JL1] and [JL2], such a situation is well-defined. By combining the
convergence of hyperbolic heat kernels through degeneration (see [JL1]
and Theorem 2.1 of [JL2]) and Duhamel’s principle, we can prove the
convergence of this family of heat kernels, both pointwise and uniformly
away from the developing cusps for positive real values of time. Rather
than defining the hyperbolic heat trace as above, one must use the integral
representations given in Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 1.2; the definition of the
degenerating heat trace remains the same. With all this, the analysis of
the present paper then applies directly to prove results analogous to
Theorem 0.2. As above, a result analogous to Theorem 0.1 then follows
from Theorem 0.2. Note that the spectral interpretation (0.3) of the
standard heat trace in the non-compact case is not given by the Selberg
trace formula; instead, one must use the results of [Mu 1], specifically
Theorem 8.13. The details of this problem will be written elsewhere. In
addition, one can apply our techniques to degenerating hyperbolic
Riemann surfaces of infinite volume and prove similar results.
Results similar to those obtained in this article have been established in
the setting of degenerating hyperbolic three manifolds of finite volume; see
[DJ1] and [DJ2].
The authors gratefully acknowledge J. Dodziuk and J. Huntley for many
helpful conversations which greatly assisted during the preparation of this
article.
1. THE GEOMETRY OF DEGENERATION AND
RELATED RESULTS
We begin this section with a brief discussion concerning the geometry of
a family of degenerating hyperbolic Riemann surfaces of finite volume. For
further details, the reader is referred to [A1], [A2], [B] and [R]. We will
follow the notation and conventions established in [JL1] and [JL2],
which will be assumed throughout this paper.
As above, let h be the upper half plane model of the hyperbolic plane,
equipped with its standard metric of constant curvature equal to &1 and
distance function dh . Throughout this paper, all metrics d+ will be hyper-
bolic metrics.
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For q>0, let Cq denote the hyperbolic, infinite cylinder with simple,
closed geodesic of length q, which can be described explicitly by
Cq=[({, %) : { # R and % # RZ]
with length form ds2=d{2+q2 cosh2({) d%2. A convenient fundamental
domain for Cq in h is
[\ exp(i:) : 1\<exp(q), 0<:<?], (1.1)
with hyperbolic metric induced from h and uniformizing group [exp(kq):
k # Z] which acts on h by multiplication. For any =>0, let Cq, = denote the
submanifold of Cq obtained by restricting |{|<sinh(=(2q)). A fundamental
domain for Cq , = in (1.1) is obtained by adding the restriction
cot&1(=(2q))<:<?&cot&1(=(2q)).
An easy calculation shows that the volume of Cq, = is =, and the length of
each boundary component of Cq, = is (q2+=24)12. The measure on the
boundary of Cq, = induced from the hyperbolic metric will be denoted
by d*.
Let C0 denote an infinite cusp, which is the non-compact Riemann sur-
face isometric to the punctured unit disc with complete hyperbolic metric.
A fundamental domain for C0 in h is
[x+iy : y>0 and 0x<1] (1.2)
with group action which identifies the boundary points iy with 1+iy. For
any =>0, let C0, = denote the submanifold of C0 obtained by restricting the
y coordinate of (1.2) to y>2=. The volume of C0, = is =2, and the length
of the boundary of C0, = is =2. Again, the induced boundary measure will
be denoted by d*.
Given a r-tuple l=(l1 , l2 , ..., lr) of positive real numbers, let |l| be the
supnorm of l. Let Cl be the disconnected surface Cl= Clk, = . Given
=>0, let Cl, = , be the disconnected surface Cl= Clk, = . The family of
surfaces [Cl] with |l|  0 is called a degenerating family of hyperbolic
cylinders of infinite volume. For notational convenience, we will write
l  0 when |l|  0 and l>0 to mean all lk>0.
In [JL1] and [JL2] we gave a construction of a degenerating family of
either compact or non-compact hyperbolic Riemann surfaces of finite
volume. The construction we follow allows one to unambiguously define
various notions such as the tracking of points through degeneration and
the idea of points not contained on pinching geodesics. The reader is
deferred to these articles for complete details which will be assumed here.
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The description of the degeneration of Sl to the limit surface S0 also
applies to the degeneration of Cl and Cl, = to their limit surfaces, 2r_C0
and 2r_C0, = , respectively. In particular, one has convergence of the hyper-
bolic metric uniformly away from from the developing cusps.
Let Sl be a degenerating family of connected, hyperbolic Riemann sur-
faces with r pinching geodesics. Although each Sl is connected when l>0,
the limit surface S0 need not be connected. In addition, the number of
cusps on S0 is equal to the number of cusps on Sl plus 2r. For any
0<=<12, the surface Cl, = embeds isometrically into Sl (see [R]). The
surface S0 contains 2r embedded copies of C0, = which is the limit of
Cl, =/Sl . The family of hyperbolic metrics converges uniformly on Sl"Cl, =
(see [A2]). The heat kernel on S associated to the hyperbolic metric will
be written as KS(t, x, y), where t>0 and x, y # S. If Sl is a degenerating
family, we will denote the family of heat kernels by Kl(t, x, y). Similarly
the heat kernel on Cl will be written as KCl(t, x, y). On a non-connected
surface S, if x and y lie on different components, KS(t, x, y) is defined to
be zero for all values of t. The reader is referred to [JL1] and [JL2] for
various properties of hyperbolic heat kernels, which will be assumed
throughout this paper.
Finally, when establishing various bounds and estimates, we will use M
to denote a constant, whose independence of various parameters will be
explicitly stated. We will not index the constants from one estimate to the
next; rather, we will always denote the constant by M.
The following two lemmas establish integral representations for the nor-
malized trace functions.
Lemma 1.1. Let S be a hyperbolic Riemann surface of finite volume with
exactly p0 cusps. Then for any 0<=<12 and z=t+is with t>0, the
hyperbolic heat trace can be written as
HTr KS(z)=|
S"(r_C0, =)
(KS&Kh )(z, x, x) d+(x)
+|
r_C0, =
(KS&KC0)(z, x, x) d+(x)
&|
r_(C0"C0, =)
(KC0&Kh )(z, x, x) d+(x).
Proof. Formally, this lemma follows from the derivation of the group
sum side of the Selberg trace formula; (see page 455 of [He4] or pages
232234 of [M]). For us, it only remains to show that the integrals are
convergent for complex values of time. Since all integrands are continuous,
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we need only treat the two integrals over non-compact domains. The proof
we follow to establish Lemma 1.1 is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.2
in [JL2].
If we set {=(t2+s2)t, then from (0.1) we have the bound
|Kh (z, \)|
- 2 exp(&t4)
(4?)32 (t2+s2)34 |

\
; exp(&;24{) d;
(cosh ;&cosh \)12
exp(s24t) t&32(t2+s2)34 K h ({, \).
For x # C0, = , we can consider (KS&KC0)(z, x, x) as a sum over certain
preimages of x in the hyperbolic plane. That is, since the uniformizing
group for C0 naturally embeds into the uniformizing group for S, sub-
tracting KC0(z, x, x) from KS(z, x, x) for x # C0, = is equivalent to removing
a particular subgroup from the periodization expression for KS(z, x, x).
Hence, we obtain the bound
|(KS&KC0)(z, x, x)|exp(s
24t) t&32(t2+s2)34 (KS&KC0)({, x, x). (1.3)
The argument on pages 221222 of [L] then implies that the upper
bound in (1.3) is bounded on C0, = and, hence, integrable on r_C0, = . In
essence, one uses the maximum principle and the existence of a compactly
supported parametrix in order to bound the right hand side of (1.3) (see
Section 3 of [JL2] for related calculations).
It remains to consider the integral over the region r_(C0"C0, =) Note that
the integral over r_(C0"C0, =) does not depend on the geometry of S, and,
in fact, the integral is equal to r times a fixed integral. So, it suffices to prove
finiteness in the case r=2, which can be done as follows. First, note that
for any =>0, one has uniform convergence of the hyperbolic metrics (see
[A2]) and hyperbolic heat kernels on Cl "Cl, = (see Theorem 1.3 below).
Theorem 3.1 below gives a bound of the integrand being considered which
is independent of l. Combining all these results, we have
|
2_(C0"C0, =)
(KC0&Kh )({, x, x) d+(x)
=2 |
C0"C0, =
(KC0&K h )({, x, x) d+(x)
=2 |
C0"C0, =
lim
q  0
(KCq&Kh )({, x, x) d+(x)
lim inf
q  0 |Cq"Cq, = (KCq&Kh )({, x, x) d+(x).
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The last inequality follows from Fatou’s lemma. The proof is completed by
citing Theorem 3.1 below, which implies that the above limit infimum is
finite. K
Lemma 1.2. Let Sl be a degenerating family of compact hyperbolic
Riemann surfaces of finite volume. Then for any 0<=<12, z=t+is with
t>0, and l with |l|>0, we have
(HTr Kl&DTr Kl)(z)=|
Sl"Cl, =
(Kl&Kh )(z, x, x) d+(x) (I)
+|
Cl, =
(Kl&KCl)(z, x, x) d+(x) (II)
&|
Cl"Cl, =
(KCl&K h )(z, x, x) d+(x). (III)
Proof. This lemma formally follows immediately from the derivation of
the Selberg trace formula (see [M] or [He4]). As in Lemma 1.1 one needs
to establish finiteness of the integrals for the given values of z. For this, one
uses (1.3) to bound the difference of heat kernels for complex values of time
in terms of the heat kernel with real values of time. K
Remark 1. It is possible to combine Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 to obtain an
integral representation for (HTr Kl&DTr Kl)(z) in the non-compact case.
However, since we shall prove Theorem 0.2 first in the compact case
and then extend to the non-compact case, the non-compact version of
Lemma 1.2 will not be used in this paper.
In [JL1] and Section 2 of [JL2], we proved convergence of the heat
kernels on a degenerating family of hyperbolic Riemann surfaces of finite
volume. Following that pattern of proof, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1.3. Let Rl be either a degenerating family of connected
hyperbolic Riemann surfaces of finite volume Sl or a degenerating family of
infinite volume hyperbolic cylinders Cl . Let x1 and x2 be points on Rl which
are not contained in the pinching geodesics, and let &i=&i (l) be a tangent
sector of unit length based at xi # Rl , which is assumed to converge as l  0.
Let &i , xi denote the directional derivative with respect to the variable xi in
the direction &i . Then for any fixed z=t+is with t>0, the following limiting
formulae hold.
(i) liml  0 KRl(z, x1 , x2)=KR0(z, x1 , x2),
(ii) liml  0 &i , xi KRl(z, x1 , x2)=&i , xi KR0(z, x1 , x2) for i=1, 2,
(iii) liml  0 &1 , x1 &2 , x2KRl(z, x1 , x2)=&1 , x1 &2 , x2 KR0(z, x1 , x2).
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The convergence of the above limits is uniform in the following situations:
(a) Let A be a bounded set in the complex plane with infz # A Re(z)>0.
Then for any 0<=<12, the above limits hold uniformly for (z, x, y) in the
region A_Rl"Cl, =_Rl"Cl, = .
(b) For any =$>0 and 0<=<12, let
D=, =$=[(x1 , x2) # Rl"Cl, =_Rl"Cl, = : dRl(x1 , x2)<=$].
Let B be a bounded set in the complex plane with infz # B Re(z)0 which lies
in a sector of the form |arg(z)|?2&:0 for some positive :0<?2. Then
the above limits hold uniformly for (z, x, y) in the region
B_((Rl"Cl, =_Rl"Cl, =)"D=, =$).
Remark 2. Recall that if x1 and x2 do not lie on the same component
of the limit surface R0 , then the heat kernel KR0(z, x1 , x2) is defined to be
identically zero for all z. Theorem 1.3 should be interpreted accordingly.
As stated above, the proof of Theorem 1.3 is very similar to the proof of
Theorem 1 of [JL1] and Theorem 9.1 of [JL2]. However, for complete-
ness, we shall give here all details. To begin, let us quote, without proof,
the following geometric lemma from [L] and [JL1] (see also Section 2 of
[JL2]).
Lemma 1.4. Let R=1"h] be a hyperbolic Riemann surface of finite
volume or hyperbolic cylinder of infinite volume. Let y be a point on R with
injectivity radius greater than or equal to r. Let x be any point on S, possibly
x= y. Define
N1 (x, y; \)=card[# : # # 1, d h(x~ , #y~ )<\].
(a) If we assume \>$>r, then
N1 (x, y; \)N1 (x, y; $)+
sinh2((\+r)2)&sinh2(($&r)2)
sinh2(r2)
(b) Let f (\) be any positive, smooth on R+, and assume there is a
$>r such that for \>$, the function f (\) is decreasing. Then, assuming that
all integrals exist, we have
|

0
f (\) dN1 (x, y; \)|
$
0
f (\) dN1 (x, y; \)+ f ($)
sinh(r) sinh($)
sinh2(r2)
+
1
2sinh2(r2) |

$
f (\) sinh(\+r) d\.
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The reader is referred to [L] and [JL1] for a proof of Lemma 1.4.
In addition, we will use the following lemma which is an extension of
Lemma 2.3 from [L] (see also Theorem 1 of [JL1] and Theorem 2.1
of [JL2])
Lemma 1.5. Let g : h  C be a continuous, complex-valued function, and
assume there exist positive constants c1 and c2 such that
| g( y~ )|c1 exp(&c2[dh(i, y~ )]2).
Let Rl=1l"h be as defined in Theorem 1.3. Let x and y be two points on
Rl which are not contained in the pinching geodesics, and choose 1l so that
there exists lifts x~ and y~ of x and y such that x~ =i and dh(i, y~ )=dRl(x, y).
Define gl : Rl_Rl  C by
gl(x, y)= :
# # 1l
g(#y~ ).
If x and y lie on the same component Ri, 0 of R0 , and Ri, 0=1i, 0"h with 1i, 0
satisfying the same properties as 1l , then define g0 : Ri, 0 _Ri, 0  C by
g0(x, y)= :
# # 1i, 0
g(#y~ );
define g0(x, y)=0 if x and y lie on different components of R0 . Then we
have
lim
l  0
gl(x, y)= g0(x, y).
For any 0<=<12, the convergence is uniform over all x and y in Rl"Cl, = .
Further, the convergence is uniform for any equicontinuous family of
functions which uniformly satisfies the exponential decay condition stated
above.
Proof. For l with |l|>0 and any $>0, let
A$, l=[# # 1l : d h(i, #y~ )<$].
Note that A$, l depends on x and y. Since x and y both are assumed to be
away from the developing cusp, there is an r>0 independent of l such that
for all l the injectivity radius at both x and y on Rl is greater than r. For
each l>0, of Lemma 1.4 then implies
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} :# # 1l"A$, l g(#y~ ) } :# # 1l"A$, l | g(#y~ )| :# # 1l"A$, l c1 exp(&c2[dh(i, #y~ )]
2)
|

$
c1 exp(&c2\2) dN1l(x, y; \)
c1 exp(&c2 $2)
sinh(r) sinh($)
sinh2(r2)
+
c1
2 sinh2(r2) |

$
exp(&c2\2) sinh(\+r) d\. (1.5)
Given =$>0, we can choose $ large enough so that the last upper bound
in (1.5) is less than =$4. The uniform convergence of the metrics of Rl"Cl, =
implies that for any $>0, the set of lengths of elements of A$, l converges
to the set of lengths of elements of A$, 0 . Therefore, with $ chosen as above,
there exists l0>0 such that for all |l|<l0 , we have
} :# # A$, 0 g(#y~ )& :# # A$, l g(#y~ )}<=$2. (1.6)
The choice of to depends only on =$, $, the modulus of continuity of g and
the rate of convergence of the lengths of elements of A$, l to the lengths of
elements of A$, 0 . Therefore, for any =$>0, we have chosen $ and conse-
quently l0 such that if |l|<l0 , we have
} :# # 1l g(#y~ )& :# # 1i, 0 g(#y~ ) }
 } :# # A$, 0 g(#y~ )& :# # A$, l g(#y~ ) }
+ :
# # 1l"A$, l
| g(#y~ )|+ :
# # 1i, 0"A$, 0
| g(#y~ )|<=$,
which proves the pointwise convergence as asserted above.
It remains to prove uniformity of the convergence in the situations
stated. Notice that the choice of $ depends only on =$, c1 , c2 , and r.
Also, for any =>0, the injectivity radius of Rl "Cl, = is bounded below inde-
pendent of l. Therefore, for a fixed function g, $ can be chosen uniformly
for any fixed = for which 0<=<12. If one considers an equicontinuous
family of functions, then l0 can be chosen so that (1.6) holds for all func-
tions in the family. Also if the functions in the equicontinuous family
uniformly satisfy the assumed exponential bound, then one can choose a
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single $ for all functions in the family. With all this, the proof of the lemma
is complete. K
Proof of Theorem 1.3. For any z # A and \>0, or for z # B and
\>\0>0 there exist positive constants c1 and c2 such that
|k\Kh(z, \)|c1 exp(&c2\
2) for k=0, 1, 2. (1.7)
This fact is an exercise in differentiation and follows from (0.1). The bound
(1.7) implies that for each k, the family of functions k\Kh(z, \) is an equi-
continuous family in the parameter z, when z is restricted as above. There-
fore. the pointwise and uniform convergence assertions of Theorem 1.3(i)
are immediate corollaries of Lemma 1.5. Statements (ii) and (iii) in
Theorem 1.3 will follow after we understand how to write the derivatives
of the heat kernel on Rl as periodizations over the appropriate uniform-
izing groups.
For # # 1l , let us denote the action of # on a tangent vector & by #*&. If
the tangent vector &i is of unit length, then its lifts and translates by # are
also of unit length. Formally we have for each i=1, 2,
&i , xi KRl(z, x1 , x2)= :
# # 1l
#*&i , x~ i Kh(z, d h(x~ 1 , #x~ 2))
= :
# # 1l
\Kh(z, \)| \=dh(x~ 1, #x~ 2) } #*&i , x~ i[d h(x~ 1 , #x~ 2)]. (1.8)
An elementary observation yields the bound
|#*&i , x~ i[dh(x~ 1 , #x~ 2)]|1. (1.9)
By combining (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9), it follows that &i, xi KRl(z, x1 ; x2) can
be written as a periodization of a function which satisfies the hypotheses of
Lemma 1.5. Thus, Theorem 1.3(ii) is now proved. A similar argument
applies to prove Theorem 1.3(iii). K
Remark 3. Let x and y be (families of points) on Rl such that the injec-
tivity radius at one point, say x, remains bounded from away from zero
and infinity and such that the hyperbolic distance from x to y tends to
infinity as l tends to zero. Then the proof of Theorem 1.3 applies, with
$=12dRl(x, y), to show that KRl(z, x, y) converges to zero. The same
conclusion holds for all derivatives of KRl(z, x, y), and the convergence to
zero holds uniformly in all variables, as in the statement of Theorem 1.3.
Remark 4. Having established Theorem 1.3 for purely hyperbolic
metrics, one now can extend the result to the family of metrics obtained
from a fixed compactly supported conformal deformation of the hyperbolic
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metric such that the deformation has support away from the developing
cusps. One method of proof of this theorem would be to follow the
parametrix construction given in Section 4 of [Mu 1].
2. RESULTS FROM SPECTRAL THEORY AND THE
HEAT EQUATION
Our proof of Theorem 0.2 comes from analyzing the integral formulae in
Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 1.2. For this we will need various bounds on heat
kernels on degenerating hyperbolic Riemann surfaces of finite volume as
well as degenerating hyperbolic cylinders of infinite volume. Theorem 1.3
proves pointwise convergence of heat kernels. The purpose of this section
is to establish bounds that are independent of l and s. In addition, we will
define and study the Poisson kernel for the domain Cq, $ .
The following proposition establishes bounds which are independent of
l for the convergence results in Theorem 1.3.
Proposition 2.1. Let Sl be a degenerating family of compact hyperbolic
Riemann surfaces, and let Cl be a degenerating family of infinite volume
hyperbolic cylinders. Choose 0<$<12 and =<$. Let ‘ # Cl, $ , x # Cl, = ,
and let n, x denote the normal derivative on Cl, = with respect to the vari-
able x. Then given a compact interval I of R0 not containing 0, there exists
a constant M such that for all l, all t # I, and all s # R. the following bounds
hold :
(a) 2 |Kl(t+is, x, ‘)|Kl(t, x, x)+Kl(t, ‘, ‘)M;
(b) 2 |n, xKl(t+is, x, ‘)|n , y n, zKl(t, y, z)|y=x, z=x
+Kl(t, ‘, ‘)M ;
(c) 2 |KCl(t+is, x, ‘)|KCl(t, x, x)+KCl(t, ‘, ‘)M
(d) 2 |n, xKCl(t+is, x, ‘)|n, y n, zKCl(t, y, z)|y=x, z=x
+KCl(t, ‘, ‘)M.
Proof. Consider the spectral expansion of the heat kernel Kl(t, x, y) for
t>0 and any x, y # Sl , namely
Kl(t, x, y)= :

k=0
e&*k, lt,k, l(x) ,k, l( y),
where [,k, l] is the set of eigenfunctions of the hyperbolic Laplacian on Sl
and [*k, l] is the corresponding set of eigenvalues. For any single k, we
have the inequality
2 |e&*k, l(t+is),k, l(x) ,k, l( y)|e
&*k, lt(,2k, l(x)+,
2
k, l( y)). (2.1)
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The first inequality in part (a) will follow provided we prove one can sum
(2.1) over all k. Proposition 20.1 of [Sh] proves that the spectral expan-
sion of the heat kernel converges smoothly on I_Sl_Sl ; hence, we
indeed can sum (2.1) over n, thus proving the first inequality in (a). The
second inequality in part (a) follows from Theorem 1.3(i) with Rl=Sl .
Similarly, part (b) follows from the smooth convergence of the heat kernel,
which justifies term-by-term differentiation, the arithmetic and geometric
mean inequality as above, and Theorem 1.3(iii).
To prove parts (c) and (d), let [0m] be a compact exhaustion of Cl .
The heat kernel on 0m with Dirichlet boundary conditions converges
smoothly to the heat kernel on Cl (see [Ch], pages 187188). Proposi-
tion 20.1 of [Sh] can easily be extended to the Dirichlet heat kernel of 0m
by replacing Theorem 7.6 of [Sh] by Corollary 7.11 of [GT]. This implies
that the spectral expansion of the Dirichlet heat kernel on 0m converges
smoothly. Therefore, statements analogous to the first inequalities in parts
(a) and (b) hold for the Dirichlet heat kernel on 0m . If we let m tend to
infinity, the first inequalities in (c) and (d) follow. The second inequalities
in parts (c) and (d) then follow from Theorem 1.3(i) and Theorem 1.3(iii)
with Rl=Cl . K
Definition 2.2. Let K DCq, $(t, x, y) be the Dirichlet heat kernel on the
domain Cq, $ . For any point ‘ # Cq, $ let n, ‘ denote the inward normal
derivative. The Poisson kernel Pq, $(t, x, ‘) of the domain Cq, $ is defined
to be
Pq, $(t, x, ‘)=n, ‘K DCq, $(t, x, ‘).
Remark 1. From Theorem 5 on page 168 of [Ch], we have the
following characterization of the Poisson kernel. The function Pq, $(t, x, ‘)
is an integral kernel for t>0 with x # Cq, ‘ and ‘ # Cq, $ , which solves the
following boundary value problem. Let u=u(t, x) satisfy
(2&t) u=0, u(0, x)=0, and u(t, ‘)= f (t, ‘) for ‘ # Cq, $ .
Then
u(t, tx)=|
t
0
|
Cq, $
Pq, $(t&_, x, ‘) f (_, ‘) d*(‘) d_.
The following lemma establishes various estimates for the Poisson kernel
which are independent of q.
Proposition 2.3. Let Cq be a family of infinite volume hyperbolic
cylinders. For any $>0, any 0<=<$, and any real numbers t0 , t1>0, the
following results hold.
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(a) For all 0<tt1 , x # Cq, = and ‘ # Cq, $ , there is a constant M
independent of q such that
0Pq, $(t, x, ‘)M.
(b) For all 0<t0tt1 , x # Cq, $ and ‘ # Cq, $ , there is a constant M
independent of q such that
0Pq, $(t, x, ‘)M.
(c) For fixed s, the L2 norm &Pq, $(t+is, } , ‘)&2, Cq, $ is decreasing in t.
Proof. The positivity of the Poisson kernel, as asserted in (a) and (b),
is proved as follows. Recall that the Dirichlet heat kernel K DCq, $ is non-
negative for all values of the parameters and is equal to zero when either
of the space variables lies on Cq, $ .
Therefore, when writing the difference quotient whose limit equals the
Poisson kernel, one immediately sees that the Poisson kernel is a limit of
non-negative functions, hence is itself non-negative.
To prove part (c), write Pq, $=u+iv where u and v are real-valued. Then
for fixed s # R and ‘ # Cq, $ , we have
t &Pq, $(t+is, } , ‘)&22, Cq, $=t |cq, $ (u
2+v2) d+=2 |
Cq, $
(uut+vvt) d+
=2 |
Cq, $
(u 2u+v 2v) d+0,
where the last inequality is justified by recalling that the Laplace operator
acting on smooth functions with zero boundary values is non-positive.
To prove the upper bounds in (a) and (b), we need the following
geometric considerations. As described in Section 1, Cq, $ has a covering
space that is isometric to the subset of the upper half plane given by the
sector
W(8)=[z # h : 8<arg z<?&8 where 8=cot&1($2q).].
Let us denote the Dirichlet heat kernel of W(8) by K DW . As usual, we shall
use tildes over variables to indicate lifts of points to a covering space.
Given a point ‘ on the boundary of W(8), there is a unique geodesic
G(8, ‘ ) which is tangent to W(8) at ‘ . This geodesic divides the upper
half plane into two components. The component which contains W(8) will
be called V(8, ‘ ) and the Dirichlet heat kernel for the region V(8, ‘ ) will
be denoted by K DV . Notice that the dependence on 8 and ‘ is suppressed
in the notation.
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The uniformizing group for Cq in h was explicitly described in Section 1.
Combining this description with Remark 1 above, we obtain the expression
Pq, $(t, x, ‘)=n, ‘K DCq, $(t, x, ‘)=n, ‘ :
k # Z
K DW (t, exp(kq) x~ , ‘ ). (2.2)
Define p : R  h to be the unique parametrized curve defined by the follow-
ing conditions: p(0)=‘ ; p(R) is the geodesic perpendicular to G(8, ‘ ) at ‘ ;
p is parametrized by arc length; and p(R>0)/V. Note that W/V implies
that K DWK
D
V , and, since p(0) is a point in the boundary of Cq, $ we have
n, ‘ K DW (t, x~ , ‘ )= lim
h  0
h&1K DW (t, x~ , p(h)) lim
h  0
h&1K DV (t, x~ , p(h)). (2.3)
Because the boundary of V is a geodesic, the image method implies the
equality
K DV (t, x~ , p(h))=K h(t, x~ , p(h))&Kh(t, x~ , p(&h)).
From this and (2.3), we immediately have the inequality
n, ‘ K DW (t, x~ , ‘ )2 n, ‘ Kh(t, x~ , ‘ ).
Further, this estimate justifies differentiating the sum in (2.2) term-by-term,
hence we obtain the inequality
Pq, $(t, x, ‘)2 :
k # z
n, ‘ Kh(t, exp(kq) x~ , ‘ )2 n, ‘KCq(t, x, ‘). (2.4)
From the inequality (2.4) we now shall complete our proof of parts (a) and
(b) of Lemma 2.3.
If ‘ and x are bounded away from each other, Theorem 1.3(ii) and
Remark 3 of Section 1 implies that (2.4) is uniformly convergent as l  0
for 0<tt1 . This proves part (a) of Lemma 2.3. As for part (b), if x # Cq
and ‘ # Cq then Theorem 1.3(ii) and Remark 3 of Section 1 implies that
(2.4) converges uniformly for 0<t0tt1 . K
Lemma 2.4. For fixed t>0, write z=t+is. Let x # Cq, $ , and assume
f (z, x) is a C2 function for which (z&2x) f (z, x)=0. Write f =u+iv
where u and v are real-valued functions. Then
s & f (t+is, } )&22, Cq, $=2 |
Cq, $
(v nu&u nv) d*.
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Proof. We write
2f =2u+i 2v=uz+ivz=&ius+vs ,
so then 2u=vs and 2v=&us . Therefore,
s & f (t+is, } )&22, Cq, $=s |Cq, $ (u
2+v2) d+
=2 |
Cq, $
(uus+vvs) d+
=2 |
Cq, $
(&u 2v+v 2u) d+
=2 |
Cq, $
(&u nv+v nu) d*,
where the last equality is an application of Green’s theorem (see, for
example, page 7 of [Ch])]. K
Corollary 2.5. For fixed t>0 and ‘ # Cq, $ , the L2-norm
&Pq, $(t+is, } , ‘)&2, Cq, $
is constant in s.
Proof. Simply apply Lemma 2.4 with fixed ‘ # Cq, $ and
f (t+is, x)=Pq, $(t+is, ‘, x).
Note that the boundary values of the Poisson kernel are identically zero,
hence the integrand in Lemma 2.4 is identically zero. K
Lemma 2.6. Let 0<=<$<12, and t00. There exists a number M
independent of l such that for all 0tt0 use have the bound
sup
‘ # Clk , $
x # Clk , =
|(Kl&KClk)(t, x, ‘)|M.
Proof. The inclusion of the fundamental groups, as discussed in
Lemma 1.1, gives the lower bound
(Kl&KClk)(t, x, ‘)0,
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so it remains to prove an upper bound. The function (Kl&KCl)(t, x, ‘) is
a solution to the heat equation in the variables t and x on the domain Clk, =
is zero initial data. By applying the maximum principle, as in Section 3 of
[JL2], and positivity of the heat kernel KClk , we get the inequality
(Kl&KClk)(t, x, ‘) sup
0{t
z # Clk , =
w # Clk , =
Kl({, z, w).
The result now follows from Proposition 2.1(a). K
Corollary 2.7. Let 0<=<$<12. For fixed t>0 and ‘ # Clk, $ ,
&(Kl&KClk)(t+is, } , ‘)&2, Clk , =M(1+|s| )
12,
where M is independent of l.
Proof. The supremum bound in Lemma 2.6 implies
&(Kl&KClk)(t, } , ‘)&
2
2, Clk , =
M1
for some M1 independent of l. Substitute (Kl&KClk)(t+is, x, ‘) for f in
the statement of Lemma 2.4. The bounds in Proposition 2.1 apply to the
integrand obtained from this application of Lemma 2.4, which then yields
the inequalities
&M2s &(Kl&KClk)(t+is, } , ‘)&
2
2, Clk , =
M2
for some M2 independent of l. By integrating we obtain
&(Kl&KClk)(t+is, } , ‘)&
2
2, Clk , =
M1+M2 |s|.
The proof is completed by taking the square root. K
3. ANALYSIS OF NORMALIZED TRACE FUNCTIONS
In this section we will use the bounds from Section 2 and Theorem 1.3
to prove various estimates for the three integrals defined in Lemma 1.2. As
we will see in the next section, these bounds will allow us to prove
Theorem 0.2 in the compact case, from which we will prove Theorem 0.2
in the non-compact case. To begin, we need the following technical
estimate which applies to integral III.
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Theorem 3.1. Let $>0 and z=t+is with t>0. Let ‘Q denote the
Riemann zeta function and set
’=
t
4(t2+s2)
and #=log(1+$28).
Then
} |Cq"Cq, $(KCq&K h)(z, x, x) d+(x) }
2 exp(&t4)
(? |z| )12 \
$2
8 +
&’#
‘Q(1+2’#).
Proof. We model the domain of integration by the fundamental domain
described in Section 1. That is, we integrate over two copies of the region
[\ exp(i:) : \ # (1, exp(q)], : # (0, %(q, $))
where %(q, $)=cot&1($(2q))].
With respect to these coordinates, the hyperbolic metric has volume
element equal to \&1 sin(:)&2 d: d\. Let
a(q, n, :)=dh(\ei:, \enqei:),
where dh is hyperbolic distance. From page 130 of [Be] we have the
formula
a(q, n, :)=cosh&1 \1+2 sinh
2(nq2)
sin2 : + . (3.1)
Notice that a(q, n, :) is independent of \. Therefore, we can easily integrate
with respect to \, yielding the equality
|
Cq"Cq, $
(KCq&Kh)(z, x, x) d+(x)
=4 :

n=1
|
%(q, $)
0
|
exp(q)
1
Kh(z, a(q, n, :))
d: d\
\ sin2 :
=4q |
%(q, $)
0
:

n=1
Kh(z, a(q, n, :))
d:
sin2 :
. (3.2)
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We shall estimate each term in the sum over n in (3.9); specifically, we can
use the expression (0.1) for the hyperbolic heat kernel to write
4q |
%(q, n)
0
Kh(z, a(q, n, :))
d:
sin2 :
=
4q - 2 exp(&z4)
(4?z)32 |
%(q, n)
0
|

a(q, n, :)
; exp(&;24z) d; d:
[cosh ;&cosh(a(q, n, :))]12 sin2 :
.
(3.3)
Let
sin2 :=u&1, so a(q, n, u)=cosh&1(1+2 sinh2(nq2) u),
and
d:
sin2(:)
=&
du
2(u&1)12
.
With this substitution, we can now write (3.3) as
2q - 2 exp(&z4)
(4?z)34
_|

1+$2(4q2)
|

a(q, n, u)
; exp(&;24z) d; du
[cosh ;&1&2 sinh2(nq2) u]12 (u&1)12
. (3.4)
Define
c(q, n)=cosh&1[1+(1+$2(4q2)) 2 sinh2(nq2)],
and
d(q, n, ;)=
cosh ;&1
2 sinh2(nq2)
.
Let us interchange the order of integration to write (3.4) as
2q - 2 exp(&z4)
(4?z)32
_|

c(q, n)
|
d(q, n, ;)
1+$2(4q2)
; exp(&;24z) du d;
[cosh ;&1&2 sinh2(nq2) u]12 (u&1)12
. (3.5)
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Note the differentiation formula
&2Du[cos&1([(u&1)(r&1)]12)]=
1
- (r&u)(u&1)
,
and let
f (;, q, n)=cos&1 \ sinh(nq2) $- 2 q(cosh ;&1&2 sinh2(nq2))12+ ,
which allows us to write (3.5) as
4q exp(&z4)
(4?z)32 sinh(nq2) |

c(q, n)
; exp(&;24z) f (;, q, n) d;. (3.6)
Let f $ denote the derivative of f with respect to ;. Integrating by parts, we
have that (3.6) equals
8qz exp(&z4)
(4?z)32 sinh(nq2) |

c(q, n)
exp(&;24z) f $(;, q, n) d;. (3.7)
We observe that f $0, and the range of f is between 0 to ?. Let ’ be as
above. Since
sup
; # (c(q, n), )
|exp(&;24z)|=exp(&’(c(q, n))2),
and
|

c(q, n)
| f $(;, q, n)| d;=|

c(q, n)
f $(;, q, n) d;?,
we have the bound
} |

c(q, n)
exp(&;24z) f $(;, q, n) d; }? exp(&’(c(q, n))2).
Therefore
}4q |
%(q, n)
0
Kh(z, a(q, n, :))
d:
sin2 : }
q exp(&t4)
(? |z| )12 sinh(nq2)
exp(&’(c(q, n))2).
(3.8)
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For x1, cosh&1(x)log(x). Therefore,
c(q, n)log(1+(1+$24q2) 2 sinh2(nq2)).
Using this and the inequality sinh xx for x0, we obtain, with # as
above,
exp(&’(c(q, n)2)(1+$2n28)&’#\$
2
8 +
&’#
n&2’#, (3.9)
By combining (3.8) and (3.9), we obtain the inequality
}4q |
%(q, n)
0
K h(z, a(q, n, :))
d:
sin2 : }
2 exp(&t4)
(? |z| )12 \
$2
8 +
&’#
n&1&2’#. (3.10)
Finally, we sum over n, and (3.10) yields
} |Cq"Cq, $ (KCq&K h)(z, x, x) dx } :

n=1 } 4q |
%(q, $)
0
Kh(z, a(q, n, :))
d:
sin2 : }

2 exp(&t4)
(? |z| )12 \
$2
8 +
&’#
‘Q(1+2’#)
which completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. K
Corollary 3.2. For fixed t+is with t>0, there exists a constant M
such that the bound
} |Cl"Cl, $ (KCl&Kh)(t+is, x, x) d+(x) }M(1+|s| )
32.
is uniform in l.
Proof. The quantity being estimated is a sum of integrals over
Clk "Clk, $ for each lk # l, hence we can apply Theorem 3.1. Recall
that ‘Q(1+=)t=&1, for = near 0. The estimate follows directly from
Theorem 3.1.
Corollary 3.3. For fixed t+is with t>0, the limit
lim
$   } |Cl"Cl, $ (KCl&Kh)(t+is, x, x) d+(x)}=0
is uniform in l.
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Proof. As in Corollary 3.2, note that the integral in this lemma is a sum
of integrals as considered in Theorem 3.1. The conclusion is then
immediate from Theorem 3.1. K
As stated in the beginning of this section, we will use Theorem 3.1 and
the above corollaries to study integral (III), as labeled in Lemma 1.2. What
remains is to consider integrals (I) and (II). The following theorem
estimates integral (II).
Theorem 3.4. Let 0<=<12 be fixed. For fixed t>0, there exists a
constant M which is independent of l such that
} |Cl, = (Kl&KCl)(t+is, x, x) d+(x) }M(1+|s| )
32.
Proof. Since Cl, = is a disjoint union of cylindrical regions, it suffices to
prove the stated bound for only one component, say Clk, = , and the result
will follow from simply adding the final estimate over all the components
of l.
Choose $ so that =<$<12. For any x, y # Clk, = with y fixed, the
function
(Kl&KClk)(t, x, y)
is a solution of the heat equation on Clk, $ with zero initial data. This
allows us to use the Poisson kernel to write
(Kl&KClk)(t, x, y)=|
t
0
|
Clk , $
Plk, $(t&_, x, ‘)(Kl&KClk)(_, ‘, y) d\(‘) d_.
(3.11)
Equation (3.11) naturally extends to complex values of t. Now set y=x,
and integrate to get
|
Clk , =
(Kl&KClk)(t+is, x, x) d+(x)
=|
Clk , =
|
t+is
0
|
Clk , $
Plk, $(t+is&_, x, ‘)(Kl&KClk)(_, ‘, x) d*(‘) d_ d+(x)
=|
Clk , $
|
t+is
0
|
Clk , =
Plk, $(t+is&_, x, ‘)(Kl&KClk)(_, ‘, x) d+(x) d_ d*(‘).
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Note that since =<$ the integrand in the above integral is continuous.
Hence, the last equality above, which was obtained by interchanging the
order of integration is justified. Write the last integral as the sum
|
Clk , $
|
t+is
0
|
Clk , =
=|
Clk , $
|
t2
0
|
Clk , =
+|
Clk , $
|
t2+is
t2
|
Clk , =
+|
Clk , $
|
t+is
t2+is
|
Clk , =
,
and label the above three last integrals A, B and C. The contours of
integration in the variable _ are taken as straight line segments.
Estimating integral A. For 0_t2, the supremum bound from
Lemma 2.6 implies the bound
&(Kl&KClk)(_, ‘, } )&2, Clk , =M vol(Clk, =)
12M=12,
where M is independent of l. If 0_t2, we trivially have the inequality
&Plk, $(t+is&_, } , ‘)&2, Clk , =&Plk, $(t+is&_, } , ‘)&2, Clk , $ (3.12)
by inclusion of domains. The L2 norm (3.12) is constant in s, by Corol-
lary 2.5, and decreasing in t, by Proposition 2.3(c). Therefore we have
&Plk, $(t+is&_, } , ‘)&2, Clk , $=&Plk, $(t&_, } , ‘)&2, Clk , $
&Plk, $(t2, } , ‘)&2, Clk , $
 sup
x # Clk , $
Plk, $(t2, x, ‘) vol(Clk, $)
12M $12.
The last inequality in (3.13) follows from Proposition 2.3(a), and, as usual,
M is independent of lk . Recall that the length of Clk, $ is 2(l
2
k+$
24)12.
Putting this all together, we can use the CauchySchwarz inequality in
order to bound integral A from above by
|
Clk , $
|
t2
0
&Plk, $(t+is&_, } , ‘)&2, Clk , = &(Kl&KClk)(_, ‘, } )&2, Clk, = d_ d*(‘)
M=12M $12 |
Clk , $
|
t2
0
d*(‘) d_=M 2=12 $12t(l2k+$
24)14. (3.14)
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Estimating integral B. For _ in the line segment connecting t2 and
t2+is, Corollary 2.7 implies
&(Kl&KClk)(_, ‘, } )&2, Clk , =M(1+|Im(_)| )
12. (3.15)
As above, let us use the CauchySchwarz inequality and Proposition 2.3(c)
in order to bound integral B from above by
} |Clk , $ |
t2+is
t2
&Plk, $(t+is&_, } , ‘)&2, Clk , $
_&(Kl&KClk, )(_, ‘, } )&2, Clk , = d_ d*(‘) }
2M2(l2k+$
24)12 $12 } 23 (1+|s| )
32. (3.16)
Estimating integral C. For _ contained in the horizontal line segment
bounded by t2+is and t+is, we again use Corollary 2.7 to bound the L2
norm of the difference of heat kernels. Proposition 2.3(a) provides a
supremum norm of Plk, $ . Now, use the CauchySchwarz inequality to
bound the inner integral, together with the trivial bound of the L2 norm of
the Poisson kernel by its sup-norm over a domain of finite volume. With
this we can bound integral C from above by
} |Clk , $ |
t+is
t2+is
sup
x # Clk , =
Plk, $(t+is&_, x, ‘)
_vol(Clk, =)
12 M(1+|s| )12 d_ d*(‘) }
Mt(l2k+$
24)12 =12(1+|s| )12 sup
{ # (0, t2)
x # Clk , =
Plk, $({, x, ‘)
M2t(l2k+$
24)12 (1+|s| )12 =12. (3.17)
By combining (3.14), (3.16) and (3.17), the proof of Theorem 3.4 is
complete. K
Corollary 3.5. For fixed z=t+is with t>0, there exists a constant M
such that the bound
} |Cl, = (Kl&KCl)(z, x, x) d+(x) }M=
12
is uniform in l.
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Proof. Notice that the bounds on A and C in the proof of Theorem 3.4,
lines (3.14) and (3.17), depend explicitly on =12. Given that z=t+is is fixed,
we can improve the bound (3.16) which estimates integral B as follows. Let
_=:+i;, where :>0. Let {=(:2+;2):, then, as in Lemma 1.1, we have
|(Kl&KCl)(_, x, y)|exp(;
24:) :32(:2+;2)34 (Kl&KCl)({, x, y).
For |;||s|, the right hand side is bounded independent of l by Lemma 2.6.
The supremum bound leads to the L2 bound
&(Kl&KCl)(_, ‘, } )&2, Cl, =M vol(Cl, =)
12M=12,
which holds for the relevant range of ;. If we substitute this bound for
inequality (3.15), and continue with the argument as in the proof of
Theorem 3.4, we obtain the asserted inequality. K
Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.5 estimate integral (II) from Lemma 1.2.
The following trivial lemma gives a bound for integral (I).
Lemma 3.6. For fixed t>0, the integral
|
Sl"Cl, =
|(Kl&Kh)(t+is, x, x)| d+(x)
is bounded, as a function of s, independently of l.
Proof. From Proposition 2.1(a), the above integral can be bounded
from above by
|
Sl"Cl, =
Kl(t, x, x) dx+vol(Sl"Cl, =)
- 2 exp(&t4)
(4? |z| )32 |

0
;d;
- cosh ;&1
.
From Theorem 1.3(i) (see also [JL1] and section 2 of [JL2]), we know
that the function Kl(t, x, x) converges uniformly over the stated domain of
integral to the heat kernel on the limit surface (see also Section 2 of
[JL2]). Since vol(Sl"Cl, =) is constant in l, the lemma follows. K
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 0.2.
In this section we will put together the estimates from the previous
sections to prove Theorem 0.2. Recall that in Section 1 we showed that
Theorem 0.1 follows from Theorem 0.2.
Proof of Theorem 0.2(a). We first will prove Theorem 0.2(a) in the case
Sl is a degenerating family of compact hyperbolic Riemann surfaces. After
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this proof is complete, we will argue how to extend the theorem to the
non-compact case.
Let Sl be a degenerating family of compact hyperbolic Riemann surfaces.
Recall that we need to prove that for fixed z=t+is with t>0, we have
lim
l  0
[HTr Kl(z)&DTr Kl(z)]=HTr K0(z).
For the proof, we use the integral expressions given in Lemma 1.1 and
Lemma 1.2. We recall the labels given to the three integrals in Lemma 1.2
and the result
(HTr Kl&DTr Kl)(z)=(I)+(II)+(III).
As l approaches zero, Theorem 1.3(a) implies that the integrand in integral
(I) converges uniformly on compact sets of Sl bounded away from the
developing cusps. The metric on the domain of integration also converges
uniformly away from the developing cusps, and the domain of integration
is compact. From this we conclude
lim
l  0
(I)=|
S0"C0, =
(K0&Kh)(z, x, x) d+(x).
Integral (II) corresponds to the integral over r_C0, = in the statement of
Lemma 1.1. Corollary 3.5 implies that (II) can be made arbitrarily small by
choosing = small. To conclude the proof of Theorem 0.2(a) in the compact
case, it remains to consider integral (III). For this, let us choose $>= and
write integral (III) as
|
Cl"Cl, =
(KCl&Kh)(z, x, x) d+(x)
=|
Cl, $"Cl, =
(KCl&Kh)(z, x, x) d+(x)
+|
Cl"Cl, $
(KCl&Kh)(z, x, x) d+(x). (4.1)
Theorem 1.3(a) states that the integrand of (III) converges uniformly in l.
For any such = and $, the domain C$"C= is compact; hence, we have
lim
l  0 |Cl"Cl, = (KCl&Kh)(z, x, x) d+(x)
=|
2p_(C0, $"C0, =)
(KC0&Kh)(z, x, x) d+(x),
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where 2r_C0, $ are the 2r cusps that developed from degeneration. Note
that if l is a r-tuple of pinching geodesics, then S0 has 2r cusps. Finally,
Corollary 3.3 shows that $ can be chosen arbitrarily large in order to make
the second integral in (4.1) arbitrarily small independent of l. With all this,
the proof of Theorem 0.2(a) in the compact case is complete.
Now we will prove Theorem 0.2(a) when Sl is a degenerating family of
noncompact hyperbolic Riemann surfaces of finite volume. Whereas it is
not necessarily true that Sl is the limit of a degenerating compact surface
(for example, any limit of a degenerating compact family must have an
even number of cusps), it is true that Sl is a component of the limit of
a degenerating compact family. That is, there exists a surface S and a
degenerating family S(l , l$) of compact hyperbolic Riemann surfaces. where
(l, l$) is the vector of lengths of pinching geodesics, such that
lim
l$  0
S (l, l$)=Sl _ S .
This means that the surface S (l, 0) is disconnected with Sl as one compo-
nent and S as the union of the remaining components. Recall that the
hyperbolic heat trace and the degenerating heat trace were defined to be
additive over connected components, so we have
DTr K (l, l$)(z)=DTr Kl(z)+DTr Kl$(z)
and
HTr K (l, 0)(z)=HTr Kl(z)+HTr KS (z).
The compact case of Theorem 0.2(a), which was proved above, now applies
to yield
lim
l$  0
(HTr K (l, l$)&DTr K (l, l$))(z)=(HTr Kl&DTr Kl)(z)+HTr KS (z).
If we let l and l$ approach zero simultaneously, the compact version of
Theorem 0.2(a) again applies to obtain
lim
(l, l$)  0
(HTr K (l, l$)&DTr K (l, l$))(z)=HTr KS (z)+HTr K0(z).
Now, we have proven that for each l, a limit exists as l$ approaches zero,
and a limits exists as (l, l$) approach zero. An elementary lemma from
undergraduate analysis now implies
lim
l  0
(HTr Kl&DTr Kl)(z)=HTr K0(z),
which concludes our proof of Theorem 0.2(a) in the non-compact case. K
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Proof of Theorem (0.2(b). As in the proof of Theorem 0.2(a), we first
treat the case in which Sl is compact family then we extend to the
non-compact case. Again. we refer to the integrals (I), (II) and (III) from
Lemma 1.2.
Lemma 3.6 states that (I) is O(1), independent of l; Theorem 3.4 states
that (II) is O(s32), independent of l; and Corollary 3.9 states that (III) is
O(s32), independent of l. This proves Theorem 0.2(b) in the compact case.
First, let us show that for any fixed non-compact, finite volume hyper-
bolic Riemann surface S and fixed t>0, there is a constant M such that
HTr KS (t+is)|M(1+|s| )32. (4.2)
To prove this, consider a degenerating family of compact hyperbolic
Riemann surfaces S l such that S 0=2_S . Such a family is easy to construct
using the arguments from [JL1]. By the compact case of Theorem 0.2(b),
which was proved above, we have that the bound
|(HTr KS t&DTr Kl)(t+is)|M(1+|s| )
32
is uniform in l. By Theorem 0.2(a), we have
lim
l  0
(HTr KS t&DTr Kl)(t+is))=2 HTr KS 0(t+is),
which establishes the bound in (4.2).
Now use the same definitions of S( l , l$) and related quantities given in
the proof of Theorem 0.2(a). The compact case of Theorem 0.2(b) implies
that, for some constant M, the bound
|(HTr K (l, l$)&DTr K (l, l$)(t+is)|M(1+|s| )
32
is uniform in l and l$. If we let l$  0 and apply Theorem 0.2(a), we get
|(HTr Kl&DTr Kl)(t+is)+HTr KS (t+is)|M(1+|s| )32
uniformly in l. Hence,
|(HTr Kl&DTr Kl)(t+is)|M(1+|s| )32+|HTr KS (t+is)|.
Combining this with the bound (4.2), the proof of Theorem 0.2(b) in the
non-compact case is complete. K
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